It is estimated that there may be thousands of Mendelian disease genes yet to be discovered ([@CASSAMCS001099C3]), which are likely to be identified through a long tail of observations in rare disease cases ([@CASSAMCS001099C10]). There are many ways in which recurrent cases can help identify Mendelian disease genes. These cases may include single families that are studied in isolation and aggregated through the Matchmaker Exchange or collaborations ([@CASSAMCS001099C16]), case series in specialized clinics or Centers for Mendelian Genetics, data from large clinical sequencing laboratories ([@CASSAMCS001099C11]; [@CASSAMCS001099C23]), or large-scale population screens ([Table 1](#CASSAMCS001099TB1){ref-type="table"}; [@CASSAMCS001099C22]). This issue is now acutely in focus as *Molecular Case Studies* ([@CASSAMCS001099C7]) and systems such as the Matchmaker Exchange expand potential discovery cohorts ([@CASSAMCS001099C16]). As case volumes grow, increasing numbers of cases will have strong candidate variants for which there is insufficient evidence of disease--gene association without a separately ascertained case ([@CASSAMCS001099C18]).

###### 

Modes of new gene discovery that use clinical sequencing data from multiple cases to identify potential gene--phenotype associations

  Mode of discovery                                                                   Description
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Clinical case series (*N* \> 1 individuals studied with the same phenotype)         In large case series, several patients with similar phenotypes may have similar variants in the same gene, allowing the identification of possible new disease--gene associations. These associations should be statistically and functionally validated before assigning causality, including consideration of variant type (e.g., repeated rare variants vs. repeated de novo variants).
  Matches identified through the Matchmaker Exchange and/or clinical collaborations   Cases identified across institutions through matchmaking services or collaborations highlight potential disease--gene associations. These too must be checked for potential false-positive associations, given the small sample size, and functionally validated before assigning causality.
  Large-scale population studies                                                      These studies identify variants in large population cohorts where phenotypic data are available. These cohorts may include populations at large medical centers or consanguineous families that are enriched in identity by descent. Consanguineous population studies are particularly enriched for rare variant types (e.g., nonsense or canonical splicing variants), which may help generate new phenotypic associations at higher rates.

For example, in a large clinical exome-sequencing cohort, there is great potential for the identification of new disease--gene associations through recurrent observations. In a set of 500 solved clinical exome cases from Baylor College of Medicine ([@CASSAMCS001099C23]), 291 of those cases involved repeated genes that were responsible for a molecular diagnosis. More than 90% of those genes related to diagnoses did not have a sufficient knowledge base to be readily available on clinical genetic testing panels ([@CASSAMCS001099C15]), which demonstrates that gene recurrence in clinical cases is uncovering or helping to establish the evidence base for a substantial number of new disease genes.

Such recurrent observations can help to identify potential new disease--gene associations; however, alone they are not necessarily sufficient to prove disease causality. Recurrent case observations (e.g., matches among two or more cases of the same gene and phenotype) provide variable levels of evidence depending on the gene in question, the variant\'s functional consequence, and whether the variant is de novo or segregating.

WEAK STATISTICAL EVIDENCE FROM GENE MATCHES IN CLINICAL EXOMES {#s1}
==============================================================

When matches in the same gene are identified in separately ascertained cases, there are three possibilities: A potential novel disease gene has been identified, a phenotypic expansion has been found in a previously identified gene, or the new cases have produced a false-positive disease--gene association. The statistical evidence for disease--gene association that may be gleaned from two matching cases depends on a number of factors based on the gene and phenotype(s) in question.

Evidence from a Matching Gene {#s1a}
-----------------------------

How informative is a gene match in two unrelated individuals with the same phenotype? In large genes (e.g., *TTN*), it is not unusual to find matching variants in two cases by chance alone. The likelihood that two individuals each carry variants in that gene may be directly estimated. We have developed a tool (RD-Match; <http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/rdmatch/>) that assesses the likelihood that two individuals would carry variants in a specified gene that are unrelated to the phenotype by chance alone using specific variant, gene, and case parameters ([@CASSAMCS001099C2]). We estimate this probability using data from the Exome Aggregation Consortium, a set of more than 60,000 exomes from individuals without severe disease ([@CASSAMCS001099C12]). This tool is freely available and open-source, and the use of such calculations should be encouraged whenever evidence for causality is provided from recurrent case data ([Box 1](#BOX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}).

Of the recurrent matches identified in the Baylor clinical exome-sequencing program, which genes might have sufficient statistical evidence to support a potential association from matching frequency alone? For each implicated gene, we statistically analyzed the number of matched cases, the variant\'s functional consequence, and the mode of inheritance, and we found that merely having a match in two patients with the same phenotype is not very strong evidence of association ([@CASSAMCS001099C2]). Overall, 91% of the 291 cases from the Baylor cohort would not have statistical significance from matches identified at the gene level given the number of recurrent observations in the affected gene and the number of individuals in the disease group.

The evidence from matching cases is not uniform; it very much depends on the specific gene and other case parameters. For example, when considering only cases with an autosomal recessive mode of inheritance, in which we expect matches at the gene level to be more statistically informative, we find that 68% of these cases would reach statistical significance given the specific gene and the variant\'s functional consequence. Both of these analyses conservatively assume that any match within the same broad phenotypic category (e.g., neurologic disease phenotype) would be considered for analysis.

This demonstrates that the statistical evidence from identifying two separate cases with the same phenotype with variants in the same gene is not very strong. Where statistical information is insufficient, investigators must make use of detailed phenotypic data from matching cases, information from historical cases, and other resources to make assessments of causality. For this reason, matches within clinical case series or through the Matchmaker Exchange must be further investigated and supplemented with functional validation studies at the variant level.

INTEGRATING FUNCTIONAL DATA TO BUILD EVIDENCE FOR CAUSALITY {#s2}
===========================================================

How can information from recurrent observations be supplemented with other sources of available evidence, such as functional validation data, to demonstrate causality? The community continues to establish standards for the clinical interpretation of variants ([@CASSAMCS001099C21]), which often must rely on integrating multiple, disparate lines of evidence to ascribe causality and to prevent false-positive associations from entering into the published literature ([@CASSAMCS001099C5]).

There are many forms of functional evidence that can be useful in supporting a disease--gene association, but integrating these diverse types of evidence adds statistical complexity. Furthermore, some functional validation assays may not be suitable for specific genes or phenotypes. So, instead, we evaluate a small set of functional data sources for which we would expect a broad phenotypic impact in order to determine which of these sources might be used to supplement Mendelian gene discovery efforts. We specifically focus on high-throughput, neutrally ascertained model data, including two lines of evidence from in vitro assays of cell essentiality ([@CASSAMCS001099C24]) and in vivo data from embryonic lethal mouse knockout data (International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium; <http://www.mousephenotype.org/data/embryo>), as measures of gene essentiality that we expect to have broad phenotypic impact.

To measure the utility of these functional data from clinical exome sequences for the purpose of gene discovery, we annotated the recurrent genes that appeared in more than one case in the aforementioned Baylor cohort that were responsible for a molecular diagnosis (*N* = 192 genes). Each gene in this set was annotated to indicate whether it was found to be essential for cellular or embryonic development, and the genes were separated by clinical mode of inheritance. We then compared the number of genes for each functional assay that were found to be essential for development with a similarly sized set of genes without any clinical annotations, again separated by mode of inheritance from the clinical diagnosis ([Table 2](#CASSAMCS001099TB2){ref-type="table"}). We found that certain assays, including systematic clustered regularly interspersed short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-based KBM7 human tumor cell line inactivation and yeast gene traps, are statistically predictive in the identification of autosomal dominant disease genes from clinical exome cases, whereas lethal mouse knockouts are predictive of autosomal recessive disease genes.

###### 

Evidence for causality from aggregate functional validation assay data in a set of recurrent genes identified in a clinical exome-sequencing program

  Number of genes with importance in functional model                                                                                                  Essential in KBM7 human cell assay   Essential in gene trap assay   Lethal in IMPC mouse knockout
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ -------------------------------
  *Autosomal dominant (AD) disorders (N = 118)*                                                                                                                                                                            
   Recurrent genes associated with AD disorders from clinical exome-sequencing case data found to be essential for cellular or embryonic development   27                                   15                             4
   Expected number of genes in a similarly sized set of unannotated genes found to be essential for cellular or embryonic development                  12.35                                7.83                           2.58
   χ^2^ *P*-value                                                                                                                                      **1.62 × 10^−5^**                    **5.82 × 10^−3^**              0.303
  *Autosomal recessive (AR) disorders (N = 74)*                                                                                                                                                                            
   Recurrent genes associated with AR disorders from clinical exome sequencing case data found to be essential for cellular or embryonic development   11                                   7                              6
   Expected number of genes in a similarly sized set of unannotated genes found to be essential for cellular or embryonic development                  7.75                                 4.91                           1.62
   χ^2^ *P*-value                                                                                                                                      0.172                                0.271                          **3.01 × 10^−4^**

Statistically significant results are in bold. The unannotated gene set included any gene without a ClinVar or Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) annotation (*N* = 10,719) and was adjusted in size for each gene group. It represents a candidate set of novel genes that might be associated with disease in the future. If a gene is required for cell essentiality, it is significantly more likely to be associated with new autosomal dominant disease genes than a gene with no disease annotations. Conversely, if a gene is required for mouse embryonic development, it is significantly more likely to be lethal in a mouse knockout than any unannotated gene.

IMPC, International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium.

Although these functional annotations in aggregate are informative for causality assessment in novel disease gene discovery, they do not guarantee that a given gene with these annotations will be causal. But clinical laboratories have long integrated this type of uncertain information into variant causality assessments. For example, the use of parametric linkage analysis (e.g., logarithm of odds \[LOD\] scores) in individual pedigrees ([@CASSAMCS001099C14]) has long been used to provide evidence for association at the human genetics level, and χ^2^ *P*-values have been used to describe the statistical certainty of association at the population level. Similarly, it is time to begin using the statistical certainty that recurrent case matches and functional validation assays provide at the gene level in novel disease gene assessment.

As recurrent gene observations begin to represent a larger source of gene discovery, this complementary form of evidence also requires community standards for statistical certainty. Likewise, evidence from in vivo and in vitro assays must appropriately weigh the potential for false-positive associations by considering the worldwide frequency of phenotypic observations and model outcomes. One path forward would be to develop a composite probability of association given the independent probabilities derived from orthogonal lines of evidence. This poses challenges, though, as it is difficult to be certain that two lines of evidence are truly independent of one other. Using a Bayesian methodology, one can integrate these separately ascertained lines of evidence into a posterior probability. This can be done by assuming a uniform prior probability that any gene in the genome is causal for an observed phenotype and then considering the likelihood of the observed match, used together with other lines of evidence such as those presented above.

Appropriately weighing each line of evidence may be challenging when there are biases in the ascertainment and generation of data sets (e.g., mouse knockouts that have largely been targeted for orthologs of suspected disease genes). While efforts are ongoing, resources such as ClinGen are cataloging and analyzing annotation data that can be used to generate broader statistical evidence for different sources of data ([@CASSAMCS001099C19]).

ADDRESSING STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTY FROM FAMILIAL DATA AND PHENOTYPES {#s3}
====================================================================

Evidence from Segregation Studies within Pedigrees {#s3a}
--------------------------------------------------

When there is additional evidence from a pedigree, the different numbers of segregation events can be integrated into novel gene assessment using tools like SORVA (Significance of Rare Variants; <https://sorva.genome.ucla.edu>). SORVA allows users to measure the significance of matches across cases and to integrate evidence from segregation within families. Various case parameters may be used to measure the significance from within single families (e.g., the coefficient of relationship for individuals who share the variant, how many observations were made for individuals of the same level of relatedness, and whether the variants are de novo), and similar parameters are used for findings that span different families, as in RD-Match.

Prevalence of Phenotype in Matching {#s3b}
-----------------------------------

Another consideration that may influence the statistical evidence for disease--gene association is the total number of patients in a cohort with the same phenotype. For example, if a new patient with congenital hearing loss is added to the Matchmaker Exchange, the probability of a false-positive match depends on the total number of patients in the database who also have that phenotype (*N*). In practice, the number of individuals in a cohort with the same particular phenotype is difficult to estimate given that in many instances either the information is not structured using a standardized phenotype ontology such as the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) or is unavailable. The degree of relatedness of any given set of phenotypes may also be considered, and phenotypes can be used in aggregate to identify syndromes, which can then be used as the basis for a "phenotypic match."

###### Application note

When using RD-Match, we suggest starting with a conservatively large *N* if there is no better way of independently estimating this parameter. If the patient population is broadly representative of cases that might be available for matching, then the total number of individuals in a cohort (e.g., Matchmaker Exchange) could be used to estimate the cohort size for each phenotype. We have updated the online tool to provide estimates of these cohort sizes for each phenotype based on clinical exome case phenotypic frequencies.

Multiple Candidate Variants or Phenotypes in Each Case {#s3c}
------------------------------------------------------

Another factor that can contribute to false-positive associations through recurrent observations is the number of candidate variants or associated phenotypes in each case. Although the protocol used to interpret clinical sequencing data can dramatically alter the number of candidate variants ([@CASSAMCS001099C4]), many services review variants in disease-associated genes and inspect rare coding variation that is predicted to be deleterious ([@CASSAMCS001099C1]). Depending on the population and consanguinity in a case, it is reasonable to expect multiple promising candidate variants. For example, in a case where the putative mode of inheritance is recessive, we may find several rare homozygous alternative coding variants per genome ([@CASSAMCS001099C13]; [@CASSAMCS001099C8]).

When there are multiple variants, each candidate variant is less likely to be causal, which must be taken into account when analyzing matches in case data. Although some fraction of cases may have multiple segregating variants that are linked to multiple disorders ([@CASSAMCS001099C23]), the majority of solved Mendelian cases are linked with a single locus (particularly if the phenotype is not diffuse). RD-Match assumes that all variants are reported and thus gives a conservative multiple test correction for all the genes in the genome.

Similarly, when testing multiple phenotypes or syndromes (e.g., a single clinical exome case may have two separately segregating Mendelian disorders or several HPO terms; see [Box 2](#BOX2){ref-type="boxed-text"}), the *P*-value must be adjusted by the number of associated phenotypes. Clusters of HPO terms that form distinct syndromes should not be treated as separate phenotypic matches, as doing so might reduce the statistical certainty of a match ([@CASSAMCS001099C9]).

###### Many adult clinical exome sequencing patients have several HPO terms, many of which are common

In a sample of 85 cases from an adult clinical exome service, we find that, on average, each patient is associated with 11 HPO terms ([Fig. 1](#CASSAMCS001099F1){ref-type="fig"}, left). The likelihood that two randomly selected patients will have a matching HPO term depends on the frequency of each category. In our sample, roughly one-third of the HPO categories are unique (i.e., belonging to a single individual), whereas the other categories are very common. The four most common categories are present in more than 25 of the 85 cases ([Fig. 1](#CASSAMCS001099F1){ref-type="fig"}, right).

Although the vast majority of clinical exome cases are indicated for neurologic disorders, there are now significant numbers of cases from adult populations involving a broader set of disorders and related genes ([@CASSAMCS001099C17]; [@CASSAMCS001099C20]). These populations may be enriched for recurrent cases, as they are less likely to be solved during initial sequence analysis (with a 17.5% diagnosis rate in adult exome cases vs. 25%--30% in pediatric cases); however, these cohorts are only modestly sized.

This can be addressed conservatively using a standard Bonferroni correction (i.e., multiplying the *P*-value by the number of HPO categories or phenotypic clusters present in the patient showing the match). This correction is unlikely to erode the data because most of the HPO categories are shared by only a few patients, resulting in small values of *N*.

![(*Left*) Histogram showing the number of Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) categories associated with each patient in the Baylor adult exome-sequencing cohort ([@CASSAMCS001099C17]). (*Right*) Histogram showing the number of patients associated with each HPO category in the Baylor adult exome-sequencing cohort.](CassaMCS001099_F1){#CASSAMCS001099F1}

CONCLUSION {#s4}
==========

The broader availability of clinical sequencing data allows for the identification of novel disease genes using recurrent observations. Clinical sequencing cases from this journal and from matchmaking services provide rich data for recurrent gene case matching, and they may also provide additional phenotypic or human genetics data (e.g., segregation analysis). These repeated observations can facilitate the identification of new genes in rare disorders, but investigators must carefully consider the appropriate statistical evidence derived from repeated observations along with other sources of evidence of association.
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